BACK TO THE PRESENT
MOMENTS THAT MADE
MODERN BRITAIN

SATURDAY
11 JUNE 2016
5 PM - 12 AM

HUMBOLDT-UNIVERSITÄT ZU BERLIN
UNTER DEN LINDEN 6
SENATSSAAL
PROGRAMME

Join the Students of the Centre for British Studies for an EXHIBITION of a selection of Britain’s most Iconic Moments!

Come and Enjoy TASTES OF MODERN BRITAIN FROM THE ISLES & BEYOND at our Food Stall!

6pm - CEILIDH DANCE PERFORMANCE - Scottish Country Dancing Society of Berlin

7pm - “Representation of RACIAL DIVERSITY in the Wizarding World of HARRY POTTER” - Talk by ALEXANDRA KUNZ, B.A.

8pm - CEILIDH DANCE WORKSHOP - Scottish Country Dancing Society of Berlin

8.30pm - PUB QUIZ

9pm - DISCUSSION “Lesbians and Gays Support the Miners - A History of Solidarity” with JEFF COLE, British LGBT activist

10pm - PUB QUIZ

@Moments_GBZ  @Moments_GBZ  #BritishMoments